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KAKATIYA INSTITUTEOF TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE, WARANGAL-15  

(An Autonomous Institute under Kakatiya University, Warangal)  

 

VOTER ID DRIVE 

 NSS-KITSW (National Service Scheme - KITS Warangal) volunteers have taken up the task 

of enrolling the voter applications of college students who have turned 18 years old and have not applied 

for a voter ID card through the ECI (Election Commission of India) government portal or the Voter 

Helpline application. Their tireless efforts in this voter ID drive are commendable. The voter registration 

process typically involves filling out the Form 6, which is the application form for inclusion of name in 

the electoral roll. The volunteers help students complete this form accurately and ensure that all the 

necessary information is provided. They also assist in gathering the required documents, such as proof 

of age and address, and help students submit the application through the appropriate channels.   

Details:  

Name of Institution      : Kakatiya Institute of Technology and Sciences ,Warangal 

Head of the Institution : Prof. K. Ashoka Reddy  

Date, Time & Location: 02-09-2023 

       

      From 9.00 a.m to 4.00 p.m 

     

      KITSW Auditorium 

 

Coordinators                : Dr. Ch.Sateesh Chandra 

General Secretary        : S.Sai Ram Reddy 

Benefit to current Society:  

-  Increased democratic participation: By the drives , eligible citizens are encouraged to register 

and obtain their voter ID cards. This leads to increased participation in the democratic process, 

as individuals become empowered to exercise their right to vote . 

-  Inclusive representation: it ensure that a diverse range of individuals from various segments 

of society are registered to vote. This results in a more representative electorate, where the 

voices and perspectives of different groups are heard and considered during elections. It 

promotes a democratic system that reflects the true will and interests of the people. 



-A more politically aware and involved society: After enrollnment and proper guidance to the 

students to have a say in shaping the future of their community and country with a politically 

aware society. 

Detailed Description of event : 

 

 NSS-KITSW (National Service Scheme - KITS Warangal) have taken up the task of enrolling 

the voter applications of college students who have turned 18 years old and have not applied for a voter 

ID card through the ECI (Election Commission of India) government portal and the Voter Helpline 

application. The drive was held on September 08,2023 and got extended through out the  next week  to 

get all the students of KITSW to be registered  for their voter id’s.The volunteer’s tireless efforts in this 

voter ID drive are commendable.They have conducted extensive awareness campaigns within the 

college and surrounding areas to educate students about the importance of voter registration and the 

electoral process. They have organized campaigns and awareness sessions to create awareness and 

encourage participation.Understanding that some students may require personalized assistance, the 

volunteers have provided one-on-one guidance. They have set up help desks or booths where students 

can approach them for support. Volunteers patiently explain the registration process, assist in filling out 

forms, and clarify any doubts or questions that students may have. 

 The voter registration process typically involves filling out the Form 6, which is the application 

form for inclusion of name in the electoral roll. The volunteers help students complete this form 

accurately and ensure that all the necessary information is provided. They also assist in gathering the 

required documents, such as proof of age and address, and help students submit the application through 

the appropriate channels.By engaging in this voter enrollment drive, NSS-KITSW volunteers aim to 

increase the participation of eligible students in the electoral process. They recognize the importance of 

exercising the right to vote and strive to empower students by enabling them to register as voters and 

have a voice in the democratic process.It's worth noting that the process and requirements for voter 

registration may vary depending on the specific guidelines of the Election Commission of India and the 

state in which the college is located. 

 

       To reach a larger number of students, the volunteers have organized  this mass registration drive. 

They have set up dedicated registration counters, provided necessary forms, and facilitated the 

submission of applications in bulk. During these drives, the volunteers have worked tirelessly to ensure 

a smooth and efficient registration process.Recognizing that documentation may be a barrier for some 

students, the volunteers have gone the extra mile to guide them. They have provided support in 

obtaining the required documents such as proof of age and address. Volunteers have assisted students 

in arranging or acquiring the necessary documents, ensuring that every eligible student has the 

opportunity to register. 



 

As the registration process for the voter id commences for every 3 months the NSS club members had 

taken their time to go for enrollment of the new students who just crossed the 18 years and provided 

assistance to the students on how to enroll through portal .The volunteers have extended their working 

hours beyond regular schedules to accommodate students' availability. They have organized registration 

drive during leisure hours and weekends, ensuring that students with busy academic timetables can still 

register as voters.Continuous follow-up is a crucial aspect of their efforts. The NSSclub of KITSW 

maintain diligent communication with Election Commission officials to track the progress of submitted 

applications. They coordinate with the officials, address any issues or delays in processing applications, 

and ensure a smooth registration process for all students. 

 

Furthermore, the volunteers have leveraged peer-to-peer engagement to encourage student 

participation. They have enlisted the help of registered students to motivate their peers and spread 

awareness about the importance of voter registration. This approach fosters a sense of community 

involvement and inspires students to take action.On whole the volunteers had successfully enrolled 

nearly 2000 registrations for the voter id of students of KITSW.This tremendous response got into 

exitence only because of the remarkable hardwork of volunteers and support of the Coordinators of 

NSS-KITSW and the officials took part in the drive.Overall, the tireless efforts of NSS-KITSW 

volunteers in this voter ID drive have played a significant role in ensuring that eligible students in the 

college have the opportunity to exercise their right to vote. Their dedication, personalized assistance, 

mass registration drives, mobile units, extended working hours, follow-up efforts, and peer-to-peer 

engagement have collectively contributed to the success of the drive. 
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List of volunteers participated in this event:  

 

NAME ROLL NO. 

Kandhula Varsha B20CE075 

M.Kavya sree B20CS004 

K.Siddarth Yadav B20IN025 

V.Nagendra Babu B20EC148 

Apoorva Pallerla B20EC160  

K. Shreya  B20EC174 

Ch.Pooja B21EC185L 

A. Prashanth  B20EE071 

J. Shyam Sundar B20EE081 

J. Mourya  B20IT061  

CH.Manicharan B20IT074 

Prem Sai B20IT089 

K.Nithin  B20IT093 

Chennuri Ruthwik  B20IT103 

Bhuvan Sathya B20IT116 

G. Praveen B21CE067 

P.Sairam B21CI006 

J.Himajyothi B21CI037 

M. Rishi B21CN038 

M. Sai Rathan B21CS026 

Nishath Sultana B21CS037 

J.Pranavi B21CS064 

S. Venkatesh B21CS078 

G.Siddarth B21CS135 

P.Sivamani B21CS162 

G.Siddhartha B21EC090 

G.Manohar B21EE071 

M.Vineeth B21EE076 

V.Shashi Kumar B21EE090 

B.Ganesh B21EE103 



Ch.Rohini B21ITO96 

Sadiya Naaz B22CS195L 
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